The classical theorems of Riesz [l] on compact operators have been extended by Leray [2] and Williamson
The classical theorems of Riesz [l] on compact operators have been extended by Leray [2] and Williamson [3] to the context of topological linear spaces. Ringrose [4] has shown that if an operator on such a space is compact, the square of its adjoint is also compact, where the topology on the dual space is that of uniform convergence on bounded sets. Thus if an operator is continuous and some power is compact, its adjoint shares the same property. We shall call such operators quasi-compact; in this note we prove the Riesz theorems for quasi-compact operators in topological linear spaces. This has already been done for Banach spaces by Zaanen [5, Chapter 11 ] .
"Space" will mean a Hausdorff topological linear space. Most of our definitions are as in Bourbaki [6] , [7] . A set E is circled if for every complex number e such that |e| ^1, eEEE. The circled neighborhoods of 0 form a base of neighborhoods at 0. Hereafter, "neighborhood" will mean "circled neighborhood of 0"; P will be a continuous operator on a space X such that Tr is compact; W will denote an open neighborhood such that the closure (T'W)~~ is compact, and U = ~k -T, where X is a nonzero scalar. Proof. Let yoE(UF)~, and let 58 be a base for a filter in UF converging to y0-Let Uo= U\ F; Uf% is a filter base in P. Let $81 be an We substitute this expression for y into itself n times, obtaining a polynomial in U with no power of U occurring that is less than n. But YC\UnX= {o}, so y = 0 and TT is one-to-one on Y. It is well known that the relative topology on the sum of two independent closed subspaces, one of which has finite dimension, is the product topology. . Either U = \-T is a homeomorphism of X onto X or U is not one-to-one.
Proof. If U is not a homeomorphism, exactly one of the following cases holds:
1. U is not one-to-one. 2. U is one-to-one but its inverse is not continuous. 3. U is one-to-one, has a continuous inverse, but is not onto. Since \x"E C/_n+1(0) and xnEU~"iO), the second term of the righthand side belongs to U~n+1iO). Thus
Tixn -Xm) = Xixn -y/), where yx E U~n+1iO), T2ixn -xm) = \Tixn -yd = X2(xn -y2), where y2 G U~n+1iO),
T'ixn -xm) = \rixn -yr), where yr E U~n+1iO).
But now x" -yrEW, so that Trixn -xm)E^'W. But as {P'a:,,} EiTrW)-it follows from [2, Lemma 2.1], that {Trxn} is a finite sequence. This is a contradiction because the elements Trxn are distinct. Theorem 2 is thus proved.
It follows from results of Leray [2, Lemmas 9.4 and 9.5], that UNX = UN+1X. That the eigenvalues of a quasi-compact operator on a topological linear space have only 0 as a limit point can be seen by following the methods of Zaanen [5, Chapter 11 ] .
